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EPA 2005 Cert Volume
EPA 2005 Cert Processing Time

- New Submissions
  - On Highway Diesel – 48 days
  - On Highway Gas – 49 days
  - Nonroad Diesel – 46 days

- FEL Changes – 22 days

- Dates manually calculated based on initial submission – not the date of complete application
EPA Fee Payments

• Common problems
  – Paying fee from previous calendar year
  – Not including bank service charges in payment

• Pay.gov
  – Positive feedback so far
  – Payments are processed faster
  – Allows payment by credit card
  – Automatic payment receipt notification
  – Payment documents/fee filing form stay together
Certification Processing

• Manufacturers have unique approaches to compliance and present data in different formats

• ARB and EPA cert engineers multi-task
  – Working with multiple manufacturers at different stages of certification process
  – Working on other compliance activities (supporting reg development, writing guidance documents,...)